GENERAL APPLICABILITY

HONDA PILOT

RECOMMENDED TOOLS

PERSONAL & VEHICLE PROTECTION

SAFETY GLASSES

MASKING TAPE

SPECIAL TOOLS

VOLT-OHM METER

RECOMMENDED INSTALLATION TOOLS

TRIM REMOVAL TOOL

PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER

TAPE MEASURE

10-MM WRENCH

DRILL BITS

SOLDERING TOOL

WIRE CUTTERS

SHARP KNIFE

SPECIAL CHEMICALS


CONFLICTS

NOTE:

LEGEND

STOP: Damage to vehicle may occur. Do Not Proceed until process compliance has been met.

OPERATOR SAFETY: Use Caution to Avoid Risk of Injury.

CRITICAL PROCESS: Proceed with Caution to Ensure a Quality Installation. These points will be audited on a completed vehicle installation.

GENERAL PROCESS: This highlights specific processes to ensure a quality installation. These points will be audited during the accessory installation.

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT: This calls out the specific tools and equipment required for the process.

REVISION MARK: This mark highlights a change in installation with respect to previous issue.
MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Mount ECU using Short Bracket, away from any heat source and moving parts.

2. Using 1 Long bracket per DRL, mount DRLs in front of grill with bracket behind grill. Mount in location shown in Figures 1 & 2.

3. Secure all harnesses away from sharp objects and moving parts.